
We Can Unknowingly Practice Lawlessness

I’ve covered this topic in the past in various teachings, but I feel that it needs to be brought together as a
topic on its own, because of the times we are in. Why? This new era of the Kingdom requires us to
participate closely with the plans of Heaven, not our own, but we can be blinded to think we’re doing it
when we’re not.

Jesus made this statement:

Matthew 7:21-23 (NKJV) – “Not everyone who says to Me, ‘Lord, Lord,’ shall enter the kingdom of
heaven, but he who does the will of My Father in heaven. Many will say to Me in that day, ‘Lord, Lord,
have we not prophesied in Your name, cast out demons in Your name, and done many wonders in Your
name?’ And  then  I  will  declare  to  them,  ‘I  never  knew you;  depart  from Me,  you  who  practice
lawlessness!’

Rather than “you who practice lawlessness” other translations read: “you evildoers”, “you workers of
iniquity”,  “you who act wickedly”,  and “you who practice evil”.  The Passion Translation1 uses “you
lawless rebels”.

Most Christians probably look at this specific phrase and excuse themselves because they’re good people,
not evil.  However, it’s interesting that the reference to evil follows ‘on the heels’ of a description of
charismatic or pentecostal Christians. So, why the confusion – good is called evil? The reason is that we
don’t understand what Jesus was saying.

The TPT rendition and the Amplified’s version, “you who act wickedly [disregarding My commands]”,
put the finger in the  real issue. It’s actually about lawlessness and rebellion. Now, we think of lawless
people as the “unsaved”, evil doers of our society. That’s the wrong conclusion because our understanding
of lawlessness has come from pulpit teaching.

The Greek word used is  anomia (ἀνομία) which has this meaning: ‘the condition of being without the
law  due to ignorance of it or by violating it’ & ‘contempt and violation of the law’.2 

But, we’re not under the law (the Torah) in the Kingdom, so how does what Jesus said make any sense?

There is another sense of the word ‘lawless’ which we don’t usually think of, and it’s this: ‘being a law
unto yourself’ (to use King James-speak). In other words, a lawless person sets their own rules (laws) to
live by in contravention of the existing rule of law.  This is the sense in which Jesus is using it when
referring to Spirit-filled believers.

We think, because the blood of Jesus covers our sin, we can do what we like as believers, because we're
forgiven. Actually, that’s ‘lawlessness’. In the parable about the separation of the sheep and the goats,
Jesus was referring to the people he would judge at The End. These believers said that they did everything
that he wanted them to do – healing the sick, prophesying, etc, etc. But he said, “Get away, you workers
of lawlessness”. In other words, “You believe in me, you allow the Spirit to use you, but you ‘do your
own thing’.” Can you see where this independence that society trains us in has infected our life in the
Kingdom? 

What we’ve done is align ourselves with the world system and allowed it to train us, instead of the
Kingdom of God. Religion has always done that. It’s added worship of a deity on top of the society in
which it  is  developed.  That’s  not  the Kingdom way.  The Kingdom completely takes  over,  renewing
people, society and the planet. That means, while ever we ascent to society’s standards (i.e. unspoken
law) and live by those, we live in mixture. There’s no place for mixture in the Kingdom.

1 – TPT
2 – www.bibletools.org/index.cfm/fuseaction/Lexicon.show/ID/G458/anomia.htm 
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On another level, lawlessness takes on a different perspective in the Kingdom. ‘Kingdom’ is the domain
of the King (the King’s domain) and it’s actually formalised as ‘the rule of the King’. Now, we know that
the rule of the King is rex lex – the King is the law. Whatever the King says is equivalent to the law. That
means what he says must be regarded as his law for us,  in the legal obligation sense,  rather that in
statutes.

The upshot of this is that every time we disobey, go against or ignore what he has said to us, we are
operating in lawlessness. Now I’m not specifically referred to what he said that’s recorded in the Bible
(as some like to believe), but what’s relevant in the NT is to be followed appropriately. I’m referring to
anything he says to us or to his ekklesia – anything he wants us to do, say, believe, become, go to, etc. 

This  is  why  we  need  to  hear  for  ourselves,  because  ignorance  of  the  law  is  no  excuse.  It’s  our
responsibility to make sure we hear personally, and that we hear/read what he has said to others that’s
relevant for us.

Also, in community, boundaries need to be set, including members’ appropriate personal boundaries, to
prevent lawlessness developing. That’s because a Community should never ever get to that point. There
can be incidents of various levels of independence, rebellion and lawlessness that must be dealt with
when these ‘defects’ come in with members from the world system in which they live. These cannot be
allowed to manifest or take root in community. For example: Situations where a member says something
like this to the community overseer (elder):

• “You can't tell me what to do”, or

• “I won't do that, that's control”.

Boundaries are also needed to maintain peace and harmony so that members can mature in unity and
agapē for each other as the Father’s family. They are need to create communal norms and protocols of
operation that help to moderate the carnality of members so they can grow together and mature in the
things of the Kingdom. These boundaries don't represent the Law or legalism, but are more in line with
what pirate Captain Barbosa3 stated: “The code is more what you'd call ‘guidelines’ than actual rules”.
These guide members in behaviour and speech so that unrighteousness is not encouraged to take root and
flourish.

IMPORTANT: One  point  that  came  from  Rick  Joyner’s  prophetic  training  by  our  King  is  that
lawlessness and legalism “will creep into our lives if we stop moving and growing in The Lord”4.

Lawlessness produces anarchy which we can see in the anarchists of today on TV. They’re ‘a law unto
themselves’.  They’re  not  lawless,  because  they  actually  follow  their  own  law.  That  law  can  be
summarized as: “If you don’t agree with us (our law), you’re against us (your our enemy)”.  This is the
same lawlessness (actually anarchy) that Christians live under when they defy the King either deliberately
or in ignorance. 

REMEMBER: Defiance of Christians is stopping our King from carrying out his plans on the Earth.5
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3 – In the movie: “Pirates of the Caribbean: The Curse of the Black Pearl”
4 – Rick Joyner (2018) “Fire On The Mountain: Book II, The Valley” p:76   [Kindle version]
5 – canberraforerunners.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/03/Defiance-is-holding-me-up.jpg 
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